
 

FY19 Uniform RFP 

Vendor Questions and Answers 
 

1. Will VPCS provide Champion Awards & Apparel a copy of the uniform policy? 
 

Our uniform policy from our 17-18 Scholar and Family Handbook is below: 

 

SCHOLAR DRESS POLICY 
 

Uniforms help scholars to show respect for their personal appearance and to identify themselves as part 
of a cohesive team within the school community. To limit avoidable distractions and to convey the 
observable message that the Vision Prep school community is a place of scholarship, hard work, 
professionalism and respect, every scholar will be required to report to school each day in full uniform. 

 
The uniform for all scholars is as follows: 

 Maroon or gold polo shirt with school logo (long-sleeve or short-sleeve) for Kindergarten 
through Third Grade scholars. Scholars may wear long sleeve t-shirts under their uniform 
(white or gray t-shirts only). Scholars may also wear any school approved uniform apparel 
purchased at our uniform vendor.  Classroom college t-shirts may also be worn on any 
school day. 

 Pants - Kindergarten through Second Grade:  Tan colored khaki pants or shorts, straight 
leg, or regular fit only – no tight-fitting pants are permitted. Pants cannot have designs 
on them. Pants may not be worn below the top of the hips. 

 Pants – Third Grade through Fifth Grade:  Tan or navy pants or shorts, straight leg, or 
regular fit only – no tight-fitting pants are permitted. Pants cannot have designs on them. 
Pants may not be worn below the top of the hips. 

 
 In place of pants, girls may wear a khaki skirt, knee-length or longer, or a khaki skort. Girls 

may wear tights - solid gray or white only. Tights with patterns or other colors are not 
permitted. Leggings (tights that do not cover the feet) are not permitted.  Girls wearing 
skirts must wear shorts underneath. 

 
Scholars may also wear other school approved apparel. The collar of the polo shirt must be seen while 
scholars are wearing sweaters or sweatshirts. We ask parents to write the initials of their child on the 
tags of sweaters, and teachers will mark the tags of sweaters with initials if we notice that they are 
not marked. This is to prevent scholars from losing their sweaters. 



 
Third through Fifth Grade scholars wearing pants or shorts must also wear a solid black or brown belt. 
In Kindergarten through Second Grade, if scholars wear a belt, the belt must be brown or black. Younger 
scholars should not wear belts that they cannot buckle and unbuckle independently. 

 
Shoes: 
Scholars must wear tennis shoes to school each day unless approved otherwise by the School Director.  
Girls may also wear rubber sole Mary Jane shoes.  Scholars may not wear tennis shoes with wheels or 
lights.  Boots of any kind are not permitted. 

 
Hats, Bandanas, Caps, Earrings, Chains, and Braids: 
Once scholars enter the school building, the wearing of hats, bandanas or caps is not permitted. Hats, 
bandanas, or caps worn inside the school building will be confiscated and only returned to a parent or 
guardian. If earrings are worn, they must be simple studs only (no large, hoop, or dangling earrings).  
Chains must be worn underneath scholars’ shirts. Jackets, overcoats, or any clothing tied around the waist 
or neck inside the school building is not permitted. Scholars may wear their hair in braids but are not 
allowed to unravel their hair during the school day. Scholars may wear watches. 

 
Because all scholars will be greeted each day at the front door by the Dean of Scholars or a designee 
and checked for proper uniform, scholars who are out of uniform will not be permitted to attend class 
and will remain in the school office while a parent is contacted and may not return to class until the 
scholar is in the proper uniform. 
 

2. Will VPCS provide Champion Awards & Apparel with current school polo, to compare 
to the Brand that Champion Awards & Apparel can provide? 

 

Certainly! Email Sonja Jones a pickup time and it will be available to you in the main office. You 
may return the polo on the date of your presentation.  

 

3. Page #2 – RFP Purpose 
Is VPCS looking to purchase a bulk order (paid for by school)? If so, are these the shirts 
that the Vendor will have to distribute at Parent Orientation? Also if so, will VPCS be 
willing to give a deposit upfront for such a large purchase ? 
 
Yes, the bulk order will be paid by Vision Prep Charter School. These shirts will be 
distributed by VP staff, not the vendor. We suggest that the vendor be available during 
Parent Orientation for parents to order extra polo shirts or supplemental uniform pieces.  
 
Vision Prep will provide a 50% deposit and will complete payment once shirts are 
delivered.  

 

4. Page #3 – Looking at the chart provided on this page, it shows a total of 935 shirts.  
Are these the quantities for the Bulk Order (supposedly paid for by school)  
 



Yes, this is the amount of the bulk order that VPCS will pay for. From the total of the bulk order, 
we expect the vendor to forecast the appropriate amounts for each size. As a reminder, we will 
need more of the smaller sizes (5-10).  

 

RFP AMMENDMENT: We will add a fourth section of Kindergarten next school year, which 
slightly adjusts our numbers. The revised bulk amount is as follows: 

 

Grade 
2018-2019  
Projected 

Enrollment 

Shirts Needed for 
Parent 

Orientation 

In-House 
Shirts 

(est 50% of 
projected 

enrollment) 

TOTAL 

Kindergarten 88 176 44 220 
1st Grade 66 132 33 165 
2nd Grade 66 132 33 165 
3rd Grade 66 132 33 165 
4th Grade 66 132 33 165 
5th Grade 44 88 22 110 
TOTAL 374 748 187 990 

 

5. Page #4 – Right to Additional Competition  
Is VPCS looking to go into contract with more than one uniform supplier? 
 
VPCS is not looking to contract with another uniform supplier for the bulk polo order. 
However, if a supplemental uniform product is needed that the primary vendor cannot 
supply, we will seek another vendor for that product only.  

 

6. Page #10 – Federal Tax Exempt 
The tax exempt form can only be used for direct purchases from VPCS, are you 
expecting the chosen vendor to use the tax exempt for individual VPCS family 
purchases as well? 

 

The vendor can’t apply the VPCS tax exempt form to purchases made by VPCS families; it only 
applies to purchases made by VPCS.  

 

 

 

 



 

7. I have a concern under the Contract Term. It says that the contract can be canceled 
without cause with a 30 day notice. This seems a little quick if a vendor is providing 
complete school uniforms, not just polos. I typically have quite a bit of inventory for 
each school and it would be very difficult to liquidate all of it in 30 days. Can this be 
extended to 90 days for both parties to give notice? 
 

Regarding the cancellation contract, the notice timeframe can be negotiated with the awarded 
vendor.  
 

8. Do VPCS have any of the supplemental uniform pcs in house for vendors to view ? 
 
I don't think we have any of the supplemental pieces on campus unless they're in the lost 
and found. I can ask our office manager, Ms. Lane.  
 

9. Will VPCS be open to using patches ?  
 
The embroidery is the School Director’s requirement.  However, to satisfy the 
requirements of the bid, I would suggest to provide an embroidered sample and a 
sample with the patch. It wouldn't hurt to mention the benefits of the patch versus 
embroidery.  

 

 
 


